PLAN - ALTERNATIVE RAIL LOCATION

FOR DESIGN NOTES, CONSTRUCTION NOTES AND LEGEND REFER TO BSD-32017

SECTION - ALTERNATIVE RAIL LOCATION

PEDESTRIAN REFUGE
32NB (42.4 OD 3.2 THICK) GALVANISED STEEL TUBE
50NS (60.3 OD 3.6 THICK) GALVANISED STEEL TUBE

METAL POST SUPPORT SPIKE AND LOCK PIN

RETROREFLECTIVE TAPE
AS PER B550-5003

HANDRAILS TO BE GALVANISED TUBE ROLLFORMED FROM ONE PIECE OF PIPE IN ACCORDANCE WITH AS 1163

ELEVATION

CROSSING SIGHT DISTANCE (CSD)
FOR PEDESTRIAN REFUGE

CROSSING DISTANCE (m)

Source: AUSTROADS, Part 13, Clause 3.3.4
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